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Measuring ecosystem carbon fluxes using eddy covariance data
ACTIVITIES
I. NAME THAT ECOSYSTEM!
→Objective:
Distinguish ecosystems (tropical forest vs. temperate broadleaf forest vs. tundra) or vegetation types
(broadleaf deciduous vs. coniferous) based on their carbon fluxes.
→Data files:
FluxActivity1a_ecosystems.csv
FluxActivity1b_vegetation.csv
(units for C flux: micromol CO2 / m2 / second)
•

→Directions:
First, let's clean up the data. Flux data are reported every hour for years – that's a lot of
spreadsheet to wade through!
◦ Open FluxActivity1a_ecosystems.csv OR FluxActivity1b_vegetation.csv. You may need to
make the columns wider to see the values and the full column labels. The numbers are
hourly carbon fluxes (micromol CO2 / m2 / second).
◦ Locate times for which data exist for all three sites or both vegetation types:
▪ From the Home menu in Excel, click Sort & Filter and then select Filter from the
drop-down menu
▪ You'll see that the column labels now have downward-pointing arrows next to them. For
each Cflux column (B, C, and D in the site spreadsheet; B and C in the vegetation
spreadsheet), click the arrow.
▪ If there are NAs in the column, you will see a Text Filters option. Select it and go to
Does Not Contain...

▪ Type “NA” in the subsequent does not contain box and click OK.

▪ You have now filtered the data so that you see only complete records, e.g. only times for
which none of the sites have “NA” values. Remember that each row is no longer 1 hour
distant from the preceding and subsequent rows!

The goal of this activity is to distinguish ecosystem or vegetation types based on their carbon fluxes.
Which carbon flux patterns could help us to do this? Before plotting the data, consider what net carbon
flux characteristics each ecosystem and/or vegetation type might have.
Ecosystems:
Seasonality Summer
Season
Length
Tundra
Temperate
deciduous
forest

Summer diurnal
cycle

High / Low

Long / Short /
No seasonality

Strong / Weak

High / Low

High / Low

Long / Short /
No seasonality

Strong / Weak

High / Low

Tropical
Long / Short /
evergreen
High / Low
Strong / Weak
No seasonality
forest
Vegetation Types:
Seasonality Earliest non- Latest nondormant date dormant date
Temperate
Deciduous

High / Low

Earlier / Later

Earlier / Later

Temperate
Coniferous

High / Low

Earlier / Later

Earlier / Later

•

Summer vegetation activity
(i.e. amount of photosynthesis
and/or respiration)

High / Low

Plot the carbon fluxes at whatever temporal scales you decided would be useful to
distinguish ecosystems or vegetation types.
◦ Click & drag on your filtered data sheet to select a period of time & all but the last data
series (the ecosystems group should select columns A-C time; the vegetation group
should select columns A and B). Be careful NOT to select cells in the title row (row 1):

◦ From the Insert menu, choose the first scatterplot option in the Charts group:

◦ To add the data from the last ecosystem or the second vegetation type, right click the
chart area on the resultant plot and choose Select Data...

◦ Add the last ecosystem or the last vegetation type to the plot by clicking Add under
Legend Entries (Series). Give the series a name. Fill in the Series X values box by
clicking in it and then re-highlighting the times (column A). Fill in the Series Y values
box by clicking in it and then highlighting the data for the last ecosystem or vegetation
type in the spreadsheet (column D or column C). Note: be sure you delete the “={1}”
that populates the Series Y values field before highlighting. Click OK twice.

◦ Make the plot larger to see more detail. If you'd like, you can beautify your plot by
adding axis labels, etc. We're just doing some quick-and-dirty data exploration, though,
so beautification isn't necessary as long as you know what all the symbols and axes
represent.
◦ If you'd like to change which site or vegetation type is plotted behind vs. in the
foreground, right click the plot and go to Select Data. Above and to the right of the
Legend Entries (Series) box, there are two arrow buttons. Select the series name and
use the arrow buttons to move the data series frontward or backward compared to the
other data.

◦ As you continue to explore, you can change which data you're seeing in the plot by
dragging the boxes. Mine are dark purple for the x data and blue for the three y datasets:

-If you want to see more or less data, move your cursor to the small colored square
between columns A and B. The cursor will become a two-way arrow. Click & drag.
-If you want to see different data, move your cursor to the boundary of one of the boxes.
The cursor will become a four-way arrow. Click & drag.
-If you lose your boxes, just click on the chart and they will reappear.
-If Excel is misbehaving and everything seems lost, just delete the plot and remake it –
it's much quicker the second (or third) time around.

(1.2) What is your final identification of ecosystem or vegetation types (ecosystem options: tundra,
tropical evergreen forest, temperate deciduous forest; vegetation options: broadleaf deciduous,
coniferous):
siteA:_______________
siteB:_______________
siteC:_______________
vegA:_______________
vegB:_______________
(1.3) Why did you make these identifications? Were there any “give-aways” in the carbon flux data?

(1.4) What are some of the challenges associated with analysis of eddy covariance data?

(Extension) If you're looking for a daily pattern, why might it be useful to look at several days? What
sorts of factors might create daily variation in carbon fluxes?

II. IS THE HARVARD FOREST DECIDUOUS ECOSYSTEM A NET CARBON SOURCE OR SINK?
→Objective:
Determine whether the Harvard Forest deciduous ecosystem is a net carbon source or a net carbon sink.
→Data file:
FluxActivity2_sourcesink.csv
(units for carbon flux: gC / m2 / month)
→Directions:

Before beginning to plot the flux data, consider what balance of photosynthesis vs. respiration would
make a forest a sink vs. a source.
(2.1) More photosynthesis than respiration: source / sink

(circle one)

More respiration than photosynthesis: source / sink

(circle one)

(2.2) Which of the following ecosystem types would be associated with sink behavior (choose as many
as are relevant)? Why?
Old growth forest
Early successional forest
Forests experiencing frequent fires
Waterlogged peatlands
Dried peatlands

•
•

Open file FluxActivity2_sourcesink.csv. The data are monthly carbon fluxes at the Harvard
Forest deciduous site, 1992-2012, in grams C / m2 / month.
To determine total net yearly carbon fluxes, add the columns of data:
◦ Put your cursor in the empty cell beneath a column of data (e.g. cell B14 if summing values
in 1992) and type “=sum(”. Then, use your cursor to select the array you wish to sum (click
and drag from the first cell to be summed, B2, to the last, B13). Press Enter.

•

•

•

◦ You can repeat this procedure for each column, or just click and drag the answer in B14
across row 14 until 2012 (which is in column V). Clicking and dragging will automatically
copy and update your sum formula.
To determine total net fluxes by month, add the rows of data:
◦ Put your cursor in the empty cell to the right of a row of data (e.g. W2 if summing values
for January) and type “=sum(”. Then, use your cursor to select the array you wish to sum
(click and drag from the first cell to be summed, B2, to the last, V2). Press Enter.
◦ As with the yearly fluxes, you can repeat this procedure across rows or simply click and
drag the previous answer to populate the monthly sums automatically.
To plot yearly fluxes, select the sums in row 14 choose the first barplot option in the Charts
group under the Insert menu:

◦ To add the years to the x axis of this barplot, right click on the chart area and go to Select
data. Click Edit under Horizontal (Category) Axis Labels and click and drag on the data
to select the years (cells B1 through V1). Click OK twice.
To plot monthly fluxes, go through the same process as for yearly fluxes, but begin by selecting
row 2 (cells B2 through V2) rather than column 2.

(2.3) Does a positive flux of carbon mean the forest is a source or a sink? How do you know?

(2.4) Is the deciduous Harvard Forest site generally a source or a sink of carbon? Why might this be? Is
this what you expected?

(2.5) During which months does respiration outpace photosynthesis? Does this answer make sense to
you?

(Extension) How could information about sources and sinks be useful in the policy or planning arenas?

III. VISUALIZING CLIMATE CHANGE USING EDDY COVARIANCE DATA
→Objective:
Use eddy covariance data to visualize and analyze the effect of climate change on forest seasonal
timing.
→Data file:
FluxActivity3_climatechange.csv
(units for length: days; units for start & end: day of year)
→Directions:

Before beginning to plot the seasonality data, consider how you expect climate change to affect the
timing of green-up in the spring, senescence in the fall, and total length of the growing season.
(3.1) Climate change is likely to make spring green-up

earlier / later

(circle one)

Climate change is likely to make fall senescence

earlier / later

(circle one)

Climate change is likely to make the growing season

shorter / longer (circle one)

•

•

•

Open file FluxActivity3_climatechange.csv. The first column is the year, the second is the
length of the growing season during that year (in days), the third is the starting day of the
growing season (1 = January first, 365 = December 31), and the fourth is the ending day of the
growing season. Note: these data do not come directly from the tower, but were derived from the
tower's carbon flux measurements by the Harvard Forest Principal Investigator. He defined
start/end of growing season as the transition date between dominant photosynthesis and
dominant respiration.
Please make three scatterplots:
(1) year vs. length (x = column 1, y = column 2)
(2) year vs. start (x = column 1, y = column 3), and
(3) year vs. end (x = column 1, y = column 4).
◦ Note: for the year vs. start plot and and year vs. end plot, it may be necessary to define the x
axis manually, as we did in the previous exercise (right click on chart area → Select Data
→ Edit under Horizontal (Category) Axis Labels → click and drag → OK x 2).
If the scatterplots look linear, add trendlines to quantify the relationships between x and y:
◦ Right click on one of the data points on the plot and go to Add Trendline...
◦ In the Trendline Options panel that appears on the right side of the screen, select Linear
and Display Equation on chart.

(3.2) How have spring green-up, fall senescence, and growing season length changed over the past two
decades at the Harvard Forest deciduous site? Does this make sense to you?
Spring green-up is

earlier / later

(circle one)

Fall senescence is

earlier / later

(circle one)

The growing season is

shorter / longer (circle one)

(3.3) What is the meaning of the slope and intercept terms for each trendline that you drew? Which is
more meaningful (slope or intercept)?

(3.4) Please complete the following statements:
•

On average, the length of the growing season increases / decreases by _______ days per year.

•

On average, the growing season begins earlier / later by _______ days per year.

•

On average, the growing season ends earlier / later by _______ days per year.

(Extension) What cascading effects could changing growing season timing have on ecosystems?

